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The time-dependent description of the dynamics of electron-molecule collision complexes is out-
lined within the framework of Feshbach's projection-operator formalism. It is shown that the equa-
tion of motion for the quantum-mechanical wave packet representing the collision complex contains
effective-potential terms which are nonlocal as well as non-Markovian, that is, the time develop-
rnent depends on the previous history of the system. The space-time integro-differential equation of
motion is explicitly (numerically) solved for a class of simple models using expansions into complete
sets of functions in both space and time. The exact wave-packet dynamics is compared with the re-

sults obtained in the local-complex-potential approximation, which corresponds to the Markovian
approximation for the decay dynamics. The concepts and numerical methods are illustrated for a

model of the well-known 'll, , shape resonance in electron-N, scattering, where the boomerang effect
is reproduced. For a model of a p-wave shape resonance near threshold, novel qualitative effects are
revealed, namely, nonmonotonic electronic decay (recapture of electrorls from the continuum) as
well as strong frictional effects i» the vibrational motion. The time-dependent description of
virtual-state threshold effects in s-wave scattering is also briefly considered.

I. INTRODUCTION such that

Short-lived autodetaching electronic states of molecu-
lar anions (resonances) play a crucial role as intermedi-
ates in a variety of elementary collision processes such as
vibrationally inelastic electron-molecule scattering, disso-
ciative attachment, and associative detachment. .' It has
been recognized for a long time that the description of
these phenomena generally requires a nonperturbative
treatment of the electron-molecule collision process.
Moreover, the familiar close-coupling expansion in terms
of target vibrational states, besides being unable to ac-
count for reactive processes, becomes slowly convergent
and thus inefficient in the presence of resonances. '
Therefore„models or computational techniques which
treat explicitly the nuclear dynamics in electronic reso-
nance states are appropriate. Among these the formula-
tions based on the projection-operator approach of Fesh-
bach or the R-matrix method have found the most
widespread application.

In the projection-operator formulation ' '' ''" diabat-
ic' '' electronic basis states are employed to formulate
the collision prob]em. In the simplest case of an isolated
single-channel resonance (in the fixed-nuclei limit) the
electronic Hilbert space is spanned by a discrete electron-
ic state, (bd ) and a scattering continuum teak) with asso-
ciated projectors

(1.1a)

(l. lb)

P+Q =1, PQ=0. (1.2)

As is well known, the dynamical problem (that is, elec-
tronic decay as well as vibration and dissociation of the
collision complex) reduces to the treatment of nuclear dy-
namics in a complex, energy-dependent, and nonlocal
effective potential. ' ' "' In most applications this
nonlocal effective potential has been replaced by a locaI
complex potential which can be derived by neglecting the
energy dependence of the exact effective potential and us-

ing the closure property of the vibrational states of the
target molecule.

The present work is intended as a first step towards the
exploration of the time-dependent view of the dynamics
of electron-molecule collision complexes. Time-
dependent wave-packet methods are nowadays becoming
increasingly popular in the field of molecular reaction dy-
namics; see, e.g. , Refs. 20 —28. Attractive features of
time-dependent wave-packet formulations are the ease of
interpretation and gain of intuitive insight, as well as the
possibility of introducing efficient semiclassical approxi-
mation methods for multidimensional problems. "

McCurdy and Turner ' have lucidly discussed the ad-
vantages of semiclassical Gaussian wave-packet propaga-
tion methods "-' for short-lived resonance states within
the framework of the local-complex-potential (LCPl mod-
el. As will be shown below, the exact treatment of the
problem within the projection-operator formalism yields
a time-dependent equation of motion for the nuclear dy-
namics with an effective-potential term which is complex,
nonlocal in space, as well as nonlocal in time, and thus
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contains memory effects. The dynamics of electron-
molecule collision complexes is thus a non-Markovian
process in the exact description. The LCP approximation
corresponds to the Markov approximation for the decay
dynamics.

Owing to the complexity of the equation of motion for
wave packets in short-lived anions as compared to the
usual time-dependent Schrodinger equation, the interpre-
tive aspect of the time-dependent description is particu-
larly important. Our first goal is therefore to obtain ex-
act (numerical) solutions of the non-Markovian equation
of motion for simple, but fairly general, models of
electron-molecule-scattering resonances. We have
developed an efficient numerical scheme to solve the
space-time integro-differential equation of motion for this
class of models. These exact results allow us to identify
characteristic non-Markovian effects in electron-molecule
collision complexes by comparison with results obtained
in the LCP approximation. Some first results of the
present work have been presented in Ref. 32.

Tx = —(2V)
dR

(2.2)

where p is the reduced mass of the target molecule.
The basic assumption of this formulation is that the ac-

tion of T~ on the wave functions of the diabatic electron-
ic basis states lPd &, !Pi, & is negligible. In particular, we
neglect direct continuum-continuum couplings via Tz
(note that the electronic continuum is exactly prediago-
nalized in the fixed-nuclei approximation). It has been
shown that these assumptions are well justified for low-
energy resonant electron-molecule scattering and that the
resulting theory is able to describe quantitatively the ex-
perimental data for a variety of electron-molecule col-
lision systems. ' ' ' ' '

B. Equation of motion and scattering amplitudes

The time-dependent description of the dynamics of
electron-molecule collision complexes is obtained from
the Hamiltonian (2.1) and the time-dependent
Schrodinger equation

II. GENERAL THEORY
i —!%(r) » =HI'p(r) »,. a

at
(2.3)

A. The Hamiltonian

In this work we are primarily concerned with isolated
shape resonances in electron-molecule scattering, al-
though, as will be shown below, virtual-state effects in s-
wave scattering are also included in the present formula-
tion. We shall work within a diabatic electronic repre-
sentation consisting of a single discrete state ! Pd & and an
orthogonal background scattering continuum

leak

& as dis-
cussed in the Introduction. The explicit construction of
these diabatic electronic basis states has been extensively
discussed for the representative electron-molecule col-
lision systems e +N2( II ), e +H2( X„+), e +Fz( X„+),
and e +Hcl( X ), employing either finite-basis-set
methods or scattering-theoretic methods. It
should be stressed that the leak& are not simply plane
waves, but rather exact (energy-normalized) background
scattering states which have to be constructed by solving
the fixed-nuclei electron-molecule scattering problem in P
space. ' The Hamiltonian is thus written as (atomic
units are assumed throughout)

H = !yd & [T + V (R)](itd l

+ f k dkdA lpi&[kT~+ Vo(R)+k /2](pkl

+ jk dkdQk(lpd & Vdi, (pkl+H. c. ) . (2.1)

Here T~ is the kinetic-energy operator of nuclear motion,
Vo(R) the electronic potential energy of the target mole-
cule as a function of internuclear distance R, and Vd(R)
the potential energy of the discrete electronic state,
which is coupled to the electronic continuum via the cou-
pling matrix element Vdk, which may depend on R in
general. For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves
to diatomic target molecules and suppress the rotational
degrees of freedom, that is, T& in Eq. (2.1) is taken as the
radial kinetic-energy operator

where l4(t) » is the full time-dependent state vector of
the collision system. The double ket is used to denote a
state vector in the combined Hilbert spaces of electronic
and nuclear motion.

Defining the electronically projected states

lp„(t) &
= &p„!+(r) », (2.4a)

(2.4b)

one obtains from (2.1) and (2.3) the coupled equations

i lgd(—t) & =Hd lp„(t) &+ I k dk dQ„Vdi, lp„(t) &,
a
at

(2.5a)

i—

leak(r)

& =(H, +k'l2) Qi,(t) &+ V~d l gd(r) &,at
(2.5b)

where

Ho= T~+ Vo(R),

Hd = T~+ Vd(R)

(2.6a)

(2.6b)

are the vibrational Hamiltonians of the target state and
the discrete state, respectively.

Coupled equations of similar structure are commonly
encountered in semiclassical models of detachment or
ion-neutralization processes where the nuclear motion is
assumed to follow a classical trajectory, rendering the
Hamiltonian of the electronic subsystem time depen-
dent. Here, in contrast, we treat the nuclear motion
fully quantum mechanically and solve the time-dependent
Schrodinger equation for a time-independent Hamiltoni-
an.

As a consequence of the absence of direct continuum-
continuum couplings, Eq. (2.5b) can be formally solved as
an inhomogeneous first-order differential equation, yield-
ing
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(2.7)

Insertion of (2.7) into Eq. (2.5a) yields Here,

Ko(R, R '; t) = (R)e )R ') (2. 14)

+)s(t)&,
where

—I (Ho+ k /2 jrF(t)= k dk dQqVdl, e '
V|,d,

(2.8)

(2.9)

is the Feynman propagator for nuclear motion in the
target molecule. The dependence of the discrete-
continuum coupling element Vd& on the internuclear dis-
tance has been displayed explicitly for clarity. The initial
condition (2.11), which complements the equation of
motion, is written in coordinate-space representation as

)S(t)) = f k dk dII„V„„e " )p„(0)) . (2. 10) gd(R, t =0)= Vdq (R)y, (R), (2.15)

It is obvious from Eq. (2.8) that the operator F(t) ac-
counts for the efIect of the discrete-continuum coupling
on the nuclear motion in the discrete state. The inhomo-
geneity )S(t) ) in Eq. (2.8) may be called a "source term"
and depends on the initial condition dictated by the ex-
periment under consideration.

For resonant electron-molecule collisions the appropri-
ate initial condition is

(2. 1 1)

where k; denotes the momentum of the incoming elec-
tron and )U ) the vibrational state of the target molecule.
The matrix element Vdz in Eq. (2.11) has the obvious

meaning of an "entrance amplitude" for the electron.
The time t =0 corresponds to the first capture of the elec-
tron into the resonance state. This event "sets the clock"
for the ensuing dynamical evolution of the collision com-
plex. According to Eq. (2.11) the source term (2.10) van-
ishes for electron-molecule collision processes. It van-
ishes also for the reverse process, that is, electron col-
lisional detachment, and thus need not be considered
any further.

Adopting coordinate-space representation in the Hil-
bert space of nuclear motion

gd (R, t) = (R)g„(t)),
we finally have the basic equation of motion for the wave
packet representing the collision complex

i p„(R, t) =H„gd—(R, t)

where y, (R ) denotes the vibrational wave function of the
target molecule.

The integral kernel F(R,R ';t —t'), which accounts for
the eff'ects of the coupling of the discrete state with the
continuum and thus the decay of the resonance, is seen to
be complex and nonlocal in space as well as in time. The
time evolution of the wave packet gd(R, t) is thus deter-
mined by the value of t/rd at all previous times since the
formation of the collision complex, that is, the evolving
wave packet possesses a memory on its history. The in-
tegral kernel F(R,R';t —t') will henceforth be called the
"memory kernel" of the equation of motion. The ex-
istence of a memory implies that the wave-packet dynam-
ics of the collision complex is non-MarkoUIan. Aspects of
non-Markovian dynamics have been discussed for the re-
lated, though simpler, problem of a rigorous treatment of
the signer-%'eisskopf model of atomic fluorescence.
Non-Markovian equations of motion (for reduced density
matrices or correlation functions) play also a central role
in nonequilbrium statistical mechanics. The basic
properties of the memory kernel F(R,R';t —t') for
electron-molecule collision complexes will be discussed in
Sec. III below.

The physical relevance of the time-dependent descrip-
tion outlined so far rests on the fact that the time-
dependent wave packet Pd(R, t) contains the complete in-
formation on all resonant scattering amplitudes. The T-
matrix element for elastic and vibrationally inelastic
scattering, T, , is given by

T, ,(E)=—f dt e' 'f dR y,*, (R)Vd*„(R)pd(R, t)

with

F(R,R', t)

+ —f dR' f dt'F(R, R';t —t')g„(R', t'),
1 0 0

(2.12)

(2.16)

where k& denotes the final asymptotic momentum of the
scattered electron. For collision systems where the disso-
ciative attachment channel exists, the corresponding T-
matrix element is given by

= f k dk dA~e ' " '"V (R)K,(R,R', t)V„d(R') . TDA(E)=(K/2')' lim e ' f dt e' 'g&(R, t),
A- 0
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where K is the relative momentum of the dissociating
fragments. The corresponding integral cross sections are
given by

dence of the effective potential in the time-independent
formulation.

4~~, , (E)=, vl T„, , (E)l'
k,

(2.18) C. Local-complex-potential approximation

and

4 3

o D~(E) =
2 vl TD~(E),

k,
(2.19)

respectively, where v counts the spatial degeneracy of the
resonance state.

The physical interpretation of the scattering ampli-
tudes (2.16) and (2.17) is rather obvious. The v~u' in-
elastic scattering amplitude is obtained by projecting the
wave packet gd(R, t) onto the final vibrational wave func-
tion g„, (R), multiplied by the "exit amplitude" Vdk, fol-

lowed by Laplace transformation, which projects on the
correct total energy E The co.mponent of 1()d(R, t) which
survives for R ~ ~ yields, after Laplace transformation,
directly the amplitude of dissociative attachment at total
energy E. The wave packet ti)d(R, t), although not direct-
ly accessible to experimental observation, is thus a physi-
cally relevant entity in that it carries the information on
observable quantities.

The connection of the time-dependent formulation
with the familiar time-independent projection-operator
formalism ' ' '' is given by Laplace transformation.
Defining the time-independent wave function it)d F(R) for
total energy E as

F(R, R ';E)~F~(R )5(R —R '),

F (R)=A (R) ——I (R),

I (R)=I (R, E„„.(R)),
b, L(R)=b, (R,E„,(R)),

where I (R,E) and b, (R, E) are defined by

r(R, E)=2~fde„l V,„(R)l'-,

(2.24a)

(2.24b)

(2.24c)

(2.24d)

(2.25a)

As mentioned in the Introduction, the energy-
dependent and nonlocal level-shift function (2.22) is often
replaced by a local complex level shift in practical appli-
cations of the theory. The approximate local complex
potential can be derived from the general forrnal-
ism, ' '' ' ' but has also independently been intro-
duced on grounds of heuristic arguments. ' There
exist, in fact, several LCP approximations which are not
strictly equivalent.

In the most cornrnonly employed LCP approximation,
F(R,R';E) of Eq. (2.22) is replaced by the local and
energy-independent complex level-shift function FL(R)
(Refs. 13, 15, and 19),

p)d E(R)=—f dt e' 'gd(R, t),
1 0

(2.20)
A(R, E)=P f dE'I (R, E')/{E E'), —1

277
{2.25b)

we find that tt)d z satisfies the basic equation of the time-
independent formalism

[E —
T)v

—Vd(R))fd ~(R) —f dR'F(R, R', E)gd q. (R')
E„,(R) = Vd(R) —. Vo(R)+ A{R,E„,(R) } . .(2.26)

and the real resonance energy E„„(R)is defined by the
implicit equation

with

= V„k (R )y„(R),

F(R,R', E)= —,f dt e' 'F(R, R', t)
1 0

= f k'dk'dpi, . Vdi, (R)

(2.21)

F(R,R', t)=i dE e ' 'F(R, R';E) .
1

2&
(2.27)

The corresponding memory kernel in the time-
dependent formulation is obtained by inversion of Eq.
(2.22)

where

(/ I 2

X GO+' R, R';E —
Vd*i, (R'),

(2.22)

As a consequence of the energy independence of FL(R),
the resulting memory kernel is proportional to a 6 func-
tion in time, i.e. ,

F(R,R';t —t')

Go+'(E) = (Rl(E —Ho+i i)) 'lR') i 6 (R) ——I {R) 5(R —R')5(t t') . —(2.28)

dt e' 'K (Ro, R', t)
1 0

(2.23)

is the Careen's function for nuclear motion in the target
molecule. F(R,R', E) represents the complex, energy-
dependent and nonlocal level-shift function of the tirne-
independent projection-operator formalism. ' ' It is
thus obvious that the memory eA'ects of the time-
dependent formulation are reflected by the energy depen-

The LCP approximation removes thus both the nonlocal-
ity as well as the memory of the exact efF'ective potential.
The LCP approximation is seen to be a specific realiza-
tion of a Markovian approximation to the original non-
Markovian equation of motion.

With the approximation (2.28), the time-dependent
equation of motion (2.12) becomes
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i —
g~,„(R,t)= Tv+ V„(R}+At(R) ——I"t (R) Pd(R, t).I

(2.29)

Clearly, the solution of the partial differential equation
{2.29} is a much simpler task than the solution of the
more exact integro-differential equation in space and
time, Eq. (2.12). An illuminating discussion of the wave-
packet dynamics described by Eq. (2.29) has been given
by McCurdy and Turner for the example of the II
shape resonance in e+N2 scattering. " An essential ob-
jective of the present work is to obtain solutions to the
exact equation of motion (2. 12) and to compare these
with the results of the LCP approximation. We thus
wish to obtain insight into the effects of nonlocality and
memory for representative models of electron-molecule
collision complexes.

It is an important feature of the LCP approximation,
apart from the simplification of the equation of motion,
that it is sufhcient to know the decay width I as a func-
tion of the single variable R, whereas I is needed as a
function of the two variables R and E in the nonlocal for-
mulation. If I (R, E) is not given, as is typically the case
in phenomenological applications of the theory, "
an additional approximation is necessary, namely, the re-
placement of the electron-energy-dependent entry and
exit amplitudes Vdz and Vdk in Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) by

t f
energy-independent quantities. It has been shown that
this additional approximation, which is not related to the
actual dynamics of the collision complex, may introduce
serious errors for resonances near threshold ~ or for
deeply inelastic scattering, where the scattered electron is
slow. ' It is thus preferable to keep the correct energy
dependence of the entry and exit amplitudes in the evalu-
ation of the T-matrix elements, while obtaining P (Rd, t)
from the Markovian equation of motion (2.29). This im-
proved approximation scheme has been termed the "sern-
ilocal" approximation. "' '- In the present work the LCP
approximation will be employed in the sense of the semi-
local approximation.

Q =(pcs)' (R —Ro), (3.1}

where Ro is the equilibrium distance of the target mole-
cule and co the harmonic vibrational frequency, we write

Vo(Q) =!~Q',

V„(Q) = i r&Q'+ c+vQ,

(3.2a)

(3.2b)

where c represents the energy of the discrete electronic
state relative to the target electronic state at R =Ro, and
the parameter ~ determines the shift 5Q of the equilibri-
um geometry of the discrete state according to

6Q — K/Cd (3.3)

As usual, the range of Q is taken to be (
—cc, ~ ). We as-

sume here, for simplicity, identical vibrational frequen-
cies for Vo and Vd. The harmonic approximation for Vd

eliminates, of course, the possibility to describe the disso-
ciative attachment process. A variety of applications has
shown, however, that such harmonic models are useful to
obtain insight into the dynamics of v v' elastic and in-
elastic electron-molecule scattering. '

As a further, purely technical, simplification we as-
sume that the width function I (R, E) defined in Eq.
(2.25a) can be taken to be independent of the internuclear
distance. The width I is thus a function of energy only,
which has been referred to as the 1 (E) approximation.
The energy dependence of I [and thus the discrete-
continuum coupling element Vdk, see Eq. (2.25a)] is as-
sumed to be given by Wigner's threshold law " at low en-
ergy and a suitable cutoff function for high energies. For
the present purposes, I (E) will be parametrized as

I (E)= ~ (E)a)"'"e (3.4)

in electron-ion scattering has been developed on the
basis of these models.

The most essential simplification is the assumption of
harmonic potential-energy functions for the target elec-
tronic state and the discrete state. Introducing, for con-
venience, the dimensionless vibrational coordinate

III. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION OF MOTION
FOR MADEL SYSTEMS

A. Definition of the model

The solution of the integro-diA'erential equation (2.12)
is not a trivial problem, even in the simplest case of a sin-
gle vibrational coordinate. As an initial step towards a
general solution of this problem we consider the dynam-
ics of models v ith certain simplifying features, such that
very e%cient numerical techniques can be employed to
obtain the desired solutions.

The class of models to be considered here has been in-
troduced previously for the study of various aspects of
resonance and threshold effects in electron-molecule
scattering. ' In particular, a unified description of
shape resonances, "' ' virtual-state effects in s-wave
scat tering, ' threshold peaks in electron scat tering
from polar molecules, '' and Coulomb threshold effects

T„., (E)= Vdk Vd& —, J dt e' ' J dQ y„*, (Q)g (Q,dt) .

(3.s)

Pd (Q, t) is then subject to the initial condition

pd(Q, t =0)=-y, , (Q}, (3.6)

where l represents the lowest partial wave into which the
resonance can decay according to symmetry selection
rules, 3 measures the overall strength of the discrete-
continuum coupling, and 8 defines the high-energy cutoff
which is required to guarantee the existence of A(E) in
Eq. (2.25b).

The independence of Vdk of the vibrational coordinate
Q allows us to cast the basic equations of Sec. II into a
simplified form. First, it is seen that the entry and exit
amplitudes in Eq. (2.16) may be taken out of the vibra-
tional integral (sort of Condon approximation}
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which is independent of the collision energy. Therefore,
for a given v, all v ~v' scattering amplitudes for all col-
lision energies are obtained from the single wave packet
gd(Q, t) with initial condition (3.6).

For the class of models defined by Eqs. (3.2) and (3.4)
the memory kernel F(Q, Q', t) can be given in closed form
which renders the analysis of memory eAects particularly
transparent ~ Introducing the inverse Laplace transform
of the width function

1(t)= J r(E)e

"(1+iBt/fB (21 + 1)!!
2l +2 (3.7)

Xexp I [Q +(Q') ]cos(tot)
2 sin(tot)

—2QQ'] (3.8)

Equations (3.7) and (3.8) exhibit explicitly the nonlocality
as well as the memory of the integral kernel in the equa-
tion of motion for the present class of models.

The matrix representation of I' in the basis of target vi-
brational states I ~

v ) ] is diagonal, with diagonal elements
given by

F (t) I (t)
—)(v+1/2]))( (3.9)

F„„,(t) contains three characteristic time dependencies,
namely, an oscillation with frequency vcr, a short-time
decay of I ( t) determined by B ', and a long-time
power-law decay

and making use of the known propagator for the harmon-
ic oscillator, we have

F(Q, Q';t)=I (t)[2iri sin(tvt)]

For the present model this indirect method can be em-
ployed very efficiently, since the projections ( v

~ itd z ) of
the time-independent wave function on the harmonic-
oscillator basis functions can be obtained by three-term
recursion relations and continued fractions. This nu-
merical scheme is extremely efficient and stable, and al-
lows, therefore, an essentially unlimited number of these
elements to be calculated for an essentially unlimited
range of energies. For more realistic problems, however,
in particular, those involving open rearrangement and
break-up channels, the computation of it)d z(R) over a
very wide range of energies would be technically very
tedious and would require an enormous amount of com-
puting time.

We therefore found it more attractive, in particular
with regard to future applications of the theory to more
realistic models, to explore the possibility of a direct solu-
tion of Eq. (2.12) in the time domain. As pointed out by
McCurdy and Turner, ' a possible advantage of such a
direct method of solution lies in the generally very short
lifetime of resonance states, which should allow us to
confine the propagation of Pd(t) to a fairly short time in-
terval.

As a first step in this direction we have developed a
simple and efficient procedure to solve Eq. (2.12) directly
in time for the class of models introduced above. First,
the wave packet gd(Q, t) is expanded in terms of
harmonic-oscillator basis functions (eigenfunctions of Ho)

it/d(Q, t)= g C, (t)y, (Q) .
v=0

(3.12)

This expansion converts Eq. (2.12) into a system of cou-
pled integro-dift'erential equations in time only

dC, (t)
i = g H„", C„, (t)+ —J dt'F„, , (t —t')C„(t'),

l 0

I (t) t ((+3/2) (3.10) (3.13)

for t —~ ao. The short-time decay of I (t) is governed by
the "width of the width function, " i.e., by the width of
the distribution of the discrete-continuum coupling
strength over the continuous spectrum. The long-time
decay of I (t), on the other hand, is determined by the
threshold onset of I (E). We may anticipate that
memory eft'ects are relatively less important for typical
shape resonances ( l )0) than for s-wave sccattering
(1 =0) or for electron scattering from polar molecules,
where we may have an effective l &0 as a consequence of
the long-range dipole potential. ' These qualitative
trends will be illustrated for specific examples below.

where

H,',"=(,v!H, v'), (3.14)

H(, '=(v + —,
' )tv+a,

H(d) —
( /2)1/2

U, U
—]

(3.14a)

(3.14b)

We next expand the coefficients C„,(t) and the integral
kernels F„(t) in terms of Laguerre polynomials

and F,„(t) is given by Eq. (3.9). For the shifted-
harmonic-oscillator model, the matrix 0,',", is tridiagonal
in v, v'

B. Method of solution K

C, (t)= g C~L&(yt)e
P=O

(3.1Sa)

An obvious, though indirect, way to obtain solutions of
the time-dependent equation of motion is to calculate the
time-independent wave function gd z(R) defined by Eq.
(2.21) and then transform to the time domain via

(3.1 1)

K

F,„,(t)= g F,', 'L (yt)e (3.1Sb)

The scaling parameter y is arbitrary and cari be chosen to
optimize the convergence of these expansions. For the
present applications the choice y =co was found to be ap-
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propriate. The expansions (3.15) are motivated by the
fact that the convolution integral of two Laguerre poly-
nomials is again a linear combination of Laguerre polyno-
mials. ' Expansions in terms of Laguerre polynomials

have been employed previously to solve integro-
diAerential equations.

The expansion coefticients F,', ' of the integral kernels
are straightforwardly calculated as

F„'„'= d ytF„ tL ate
0

u
F(1+j+/+ —') ~ (

—1) X,'+' ' I (
—I —

—,
' —/+(2~i )a. 0 j (3.16a)

where

X, = [(u + —,
'

)tu i y
—/2] /B (3.16b)

and I (a, x) denotes the incomplete gamma function. ' The direct computation of F„, I (terms up to a = 120 will be need-
ed in some cases) is very time consuming and, moreover, numerically unstable. A more practical scheme is the compu-
tation of F,'„' by upward recursion in e. We define the auxiliary integral

M„', I= A (E/B)' 'i e i
( Y„+iE/y) f d(yt)L (yt)e

0 2' 0
(3.17)

where Y„, =iBX„/y =i (u + —,
' )tu/y+ —,'. Using these definitions and properties of the Laguerre polynomials, we find the

four-term recursion relation

(a+1)Y„M„', + '=[1+—,
' —a+(3a+2 —iy/B)Y„, ]M„',

+[—i —
—,'+2a —(3a+1 —iy/B)Y„, —iy/B]M„', '+a( Y„—1)M,', (3.18)

To start the recursion, M,',
' and M„'' are computed from analytic expressions analogous to Eq. (3.16), which follow

from the definition (3.17). The desired coefficients are finally obtained from

tiV U t) (3.19)

Inserting the expansions (3.15a) and (3.15b) into the coupled equations (3.13) and comparing coefficients, we obtain
the following set of linear algebraic equations for the C~:

i y [/3' (/3+ 1 )CP ' ]=—E+ ( u + —,
' )au+ [ /3' '+ ( 2/3+ 1 ) C—P

—
( /3+ 1 ) CP ']

+gH, ', ,",'[ /3CP '+(2f3+—1)C,~ —(/3+1)CP ']

+, gF,'„'[/3C~ —(3/3+ 1)C( '+(3/3+2)C~ —(/3+ 1)CP + '] .
lg

(3.20)

QCP=6„0, u =0, 1,2, . . . . (3.21)

This set of equations is to be complemented by the initial
condition (3.6) which takes, for a target molecule in its vi-
brational ground level, the form

(3.20). The initial condition (3.21) can now be incorporat-
ed in compact form as follows. We augment the matrices
X„„Y„,Z„by one additional bottom row to obtain square
(K+1)X(K+1) matrices X,', , Y,', Z, ', . For Y,'„ the ele-
ments in the last row are unity, for X,' and Z,', they are
zero. We then have

X,C„[+Y, C, +Z, C„+,=0, U =0, 1,2 (3.22)

Taking account of the tridiagonality of HI, .', Eq. (3.20)
can be compactly written as YDCo+ZOC] =a,

X,', C„,+ Y,', C„+Z,', C„+,=0, 0 =0, 1,2, . . .

(3 ~ 23a)

(3.23b)

where C, is the vector with elements
/3=0, 1,2, . . . , K. The X„Y,, Z'„are rectangular
trices with K rows and K+1 columns defined by

CP
ma-
Eq.

where a is the (K +1)-dimensional vector with elements

(3.23c)
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—Q
Y'

X1

ZQ

—1 —1

Y' Z'

X', —2 —2
Y'' Z,'

—3
Y' Z

C2 = 0
0

(3.24)

Equations (3.23) can equivalently be written as an inho-
mogeneous system of linear equations in supermatrix
form

about 100 Laguerre polynomials in the expansions (3.15a)
and (3.15b), resulting in a dimension of 5000 of the ma-
trix of coefficients in Eq. (3.24). To solve this large set of
equations efficiently, we make use of the tridiagonal su-
permatrix structure, which allows us to construct the in-
verse as a matrix continued fraction.

To derive the continued fraction, we put CM+, =0 for
some sufficiently large M (M ) 1V) to obtain

C.M= (I'—M) 'XMCM

In a typical application (see below) we have to include
about 50 oscillator functions in the expansion (3.12) and

Using, repeatedly, the recursion relations (3.23b), we ob-
tain an expression for CM „ in terms of C~

—M — ~M~ —
& —Mt —v ~/~I/

& + i —,M —
~ +1 . —M —i +2 —M —

& + i

—1 ~/—M —v —M —I —
1

Putting v =M —1 and using Eq. (3.23a), we obtain C~
as a matrix continued fraction

—Q —Q —1 —1

Y/ Z/ Y/ Z /

—
1

X,' X',

(3.25)

The C„, with v )0 are finally calculated from Eq. (3.23b)
by forward recursion.

This scheme, together with the recursive calculation of
the matrix elements F,'„"', defines a completely recursive
and, therefore, extremely efticient numerical method to
solve the space-time integro-differential equation (2. 12).
All recursions have been found to be numerically stable.
Once the expansion coefticients C~ are obtained, the wave
packet pd(Q, t) is calculated from Eqs. (3.12) and (3.15a)
using recursive computation of the Laguerre and Hermite
polynomials.

Since the Laplace transform of a product of Laguerre
polynomials and exponentials can be evaluated analyti-
cally, we can express the O~v T-matrix element explicit-
ly in terms of the coefficients C~

(
—IE — I2)'

T, (~)= —V" V y COiO dk) dk i
(

.F + ~2)P~(
(3.26)

This formula provides interesting insight into the nature
of the solution obtained by the present approximation
scheme. The analytic continuation of T, , „(E) into the
complex energy plane obviously exhibits poles of order
1,2, 3, . . . , K + 1 at the single energy E = —i y /2. This
crazy pole structure is a consequence of the expansion
(3.1 Sa), which yields an exponentially decaying wave
function for t ~ ~ for any finite K, while the decay of the
exact wave function is necessarily nonexponential for
t ~ ~ (see, e.g. , Ref. 74). Nevertheless, as will be demon-
strated below, T,,Q(E) of Fq. (3.26) yields the correct re-
sult for real energy E to any desired accuracy if K is
chosen sufficiently large.

The solution of the equation of motion in the LCP ap-
proximation, Eq. (2.29), is trivial and need not be de-
scribed in detail. Expanding gd(g, t) in the harmonic-
oscillator basis set, we obtain a system of coupled first-
order diA'erential equations with constant coefficients.
The solution is immediately obtained by diagonalizing
the (complex-symmetric) matrix of coefficients.

IV. ILLUSTRATIVF. APPLICATIONS

A. Model of the II shape resonance in e +N2 scattering

The H d-wave shape resonance in e +N2 scattering
is by far the most thoroughly studied resonance
phenomenon in the field of electron-molecule scat-
tering, both experimentally and theoretical-ly-"""""'"""-"Th -- -11-k-wn -b---
erang" model has been developed for this system in order
to explain the intriguing vibrational interference struc-
ture of the O~v excitation cross sections. The time-
dependent description of nuclear motion in the II shape
resonance of e +N2 has already been discussed by
McCurdy and Turner within the LCP approximation.

"
We have chosen this well-known system in order to illus-
trate the concepts and to check the performance of our
numerical techniques.

The model described in Sec. III, characterized by har-
monic potentials and the 1 (E) approximation, has been
applied earlier to this resonance and shown to provide a
surprisingly reliable qualitative description of the O~v
excitation functions for many vibrational channels. "' The
model has correctly predicted the qualitative behavior of
the deeply inelastic excitation functions which have been
measured only recently (up to v =17). It may thus be
stated that the model, despite its obvious idealizations,
provides an authentic description of the basic features of
the dynamics of N2 in the 2II state.

The present model of the II shape resonance (model
I) is the same as considered previously, '"' except for a
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slightly different (more realistic) parametrization of the
width function. The parameters 3,B, l, c~, c, K specifying
the model according to Eqs. (3.2) and (3.4) are collected
in Table I. Figure 1 shows the width function I (E) and
the corresponding level-shift function b, (E) Th.e former
represents the distribution of the discrete-continuum cou-
pling strength over the continuous spectrum and is avail-
able from ab initio calculations. ' '" Figure 2(a) shows
the model potential-energy curves of Nz (solid line) and
the real part of the LCP energy of Nz (dashed line)
defined in Eq. (2.24). Figure 2(b) shows the correspond-
ing imaginary part, that is, the local width function I (Q)
of this resonance state. It is seen that the local width is
strongly Q dependent, which is a consequence of the Q
dependence of the discrete-state energy Vd(Q) —V„(Q)
and the energy dependence of I (E) [see Eqs.
(2.24) —(2.26)]. In Fig. 3 we show the calculated vibra-
tional excitation cross sections for the channels 0~1,
0~2, and 0~9 as representative examples. They exhibit
the well-known boomerang-type vibrational interference
struct ure and compare well with the experi-
ment, even with respect to finer details of the peak
shapes.

The technical details of the present numerical calcula-
tions, as outlined in Sec. III 8, can be summarized as fol-
lows. First of all, it was found to be preferable for this
example to modify the expansion (3.15a) to read

(4.1)

that is, we extract the rapidly oscillating factor
exp( —iet) before expanding in terms of Laguerre polyno-
mials. The expansion (4.1) was truncated at K = 100, i.e. ,
101 Laguerre polynomials are included. The matrix con-
tinued fraction (3.25), which involves matrices X,', , Y,', Z„'

with dimension 101, has been truncated after 80 steps.
The coefficient vectors C, , have been calculated up to
v =40 by the three-term recursion (3.23b). This implies
that the wave packet 1(d(Q, t) is expanded in terms of the
lowest 41 oscillator functions according to Eq. (3.12).
With these truncations complete convergence has been
achieved up to at least ten vibrational periods. The nu-
merical results were checked for consistency and accura-
cy by comparing the T-matrix elements calculated from
Eq. (3.26) with the corresponding elements obtained by
the direct solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation
via continued fractions.

It is instructive to consider first the time-dependence of
the memory kernel F(Q, Q';t) for this model system. The
matrix elements F„,(t) defined in Eqs. (3.7) and (3.9) are
shown in Fig. 4 for v =0, 20, and 40. The solid line and

00

er, ergy (eV)

FIG. 1. Width function I"(E) (solid line) and level shift A(F)
(dashed line) for model I, representing the -II,, d-wave shape
resonance in e +N, .

dashed line give the real and imaginary part, respectively.
It is seen that the memory of the system is of the order of
1 fs and thus about an order of magnitude smaller than
the vibrational period T =2n /cu = 13.5 fs. The shortness
of the memory is a consequence of the d-wave character
of the resonance and the relatively large value of the
cutoff' parameter B. We may anticipate from inspection
of Fig. 4 that memory effects will not be of primary im-
portance for the H resonance in e +N, .

Figure 5 shows, for illustrative purposes, expansion
coefficients C„(t) defined in Eq. (3.12) for v =0, 5 and 10.
The C„,(t) exhibit a rapid oscillation with a frequency
roughly given by the (vertical) discrete-state energy E as
well as recurrences with approximately the vibrational
period T The coeffic.ient Co(t) represents the autocorre-
lation function, that is, the overlap of the time-dependent
wave packet gd(t) with the initial packet ttd(0).

The absolute square of the wave packet Pd(Q, t), con-
structed from these coefficients according to Eq. (3.12), is
shown in Fig. 6 in time steps of 1.5 fs up to 16.5 fs. Ow-
ing to the very rapid decay of the wave packet, it is neces-
sary to magnify $d~' at later times as indicated in the
figure. The wave packet at t =0 is a Gaussian, given by
the ground-state wave function of the harmonic oscillator
Ho. It is seen from Fig. 6 that the wave packet exhibits
the expected decay and oscillatory motion. It is
noteworthy that the wave packet essentially retains its
Gaussian shape over the relevant range of times.

In order to catch the essentials of the wave-packet dy-
namics more quantitatively, it is useful to introduce the
following quantities. The decay dynamics of the system is
characterized by the survival probability of the wave
packet

TABLE I. Parameters of models I, II, and III [see Eqs. (3.2) and (3.4)]. All quantities, except the in-

teger l, are in eV.

Model

I
II
III

0.874
1.482
2.085

1.316
0.625
1.470

0.29 2.35
0.30 0.50
0.17 0.88

—0.38
—0.25
—0.17
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potential energy by the dashed line.

FIG. 4. RRepresentative matrix elements F, , , (t) of the memory
ernel of model I, for v =0, 20, and 40. Solid and dashed lines

represent real and imaginary parts, respectively.

S(I)=(yd(I)lqd(I)) = f dQ qd(Q, t) ' . (4.2) (&)=(g, (t)l&li(, (I))/S(I), (4.3b)

(Q)=(y„(t) Qly„(I))yS(t), (4.3a)

The vibrational dynamics of the system, on the other
and, is concisely described by the mean values of posi-

tion and momentum

where P = —id d is the momentum operator of nuclear
motion. Since, as shown in Fig. 6, the shape of the wave
packet remains approximately unchanged, these three
quantities contain the essential information on the dy-
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FIG. 3. Re rp esentative vibrational excitation functions for
model I, exhibitin th fg e familiar boomerang-type vibrational in-

terference structure (Refs. 57 and 78).

FIG. 5. Time-de ene-depen ent expansion coeAicients C, , I, t ) of the
wave packet of model I in terms of harmonic-oscillator basis
functions, for v =0, 5 and 10 Th . 1I e so id (dashed) li»e
represents the real (imaginary) part.
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I, propagated with the integro-differential equation I2. 12). Time
is given in femtoseconds, the abscissa is from Q = —6 to Q =6
for each plot. At later times the wave packet has been
magnified as indicated in the figure. time (fs)
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namics of the collision complex.
Figure 7(a) displays the electronic decay of the wave

packet. The survival probability exhibits a fast initial de-
cay within the first five femtoseconds, which flattens out
between 5 and 10 fs as the wave packet moves into a re-
gion of smaller (local) width. A second fast decay of the
survival probability is observed as the wave packet re-
turns into the Franck-Condon region, where the local
width is large. The result in Fig. 7(a), obtained by the ex-
act solution of the integro-differential equation (2. 12), is
in complete accord with the qualitative picture
(boomerang model) envisaged two decades ago by Her-
zenberg, as well as with quantitative results obtained for
this system (in a more realistic model) in the LCP approx-
imation.

Figures 7(b) and 7(c) exhibit in more detail the vibra-
tional motion of the wave packet. The dotted curves
show the harmonic motion which would result in the ab-
sence of coupling to the continuum (I =0). We notice a
slight reduction of the vibrational period compared to the
I =0 case, which is explained by the distortion of the real
part of the LCP [dashed curve in Fig. 2(a)] through the
local level shift b, (Q). We notice, moreover, a slight
damping of the amplitude of the oscillatory motion which
has apparently not been noted before in qualitative or
quantitative discussions of the boomerang model. "
This phenomenon will be discussed in more detail for
model II below.

The wave packet and the quantities S(t), (Q), and
(P ) calculated in the LCP approximation {more precise-
ly, the semilocal approximation, see Sec. II C) for the
present model are virtually indistinguishable from the ex-
act results shown in Figs. 6 and 7 and are therefore not
displayed here. This result confirms once more (see Refs.
13, 31, 4i, 61, 78, and 79) the excellent quantitative accu-
racy of the LCP approximation for the II resonance in

FIG. 7. Survival probability (a), mean momentum (b), and
mean position (c) of the exact wave packet for model I. The
dotted line in (b) and (c) represents the motion of the wave pack-
et in the absence of decay (1 =0).

e +N&.
In summary, the model for the H~ resonance in e +Nz

provides an excellent test for the performance of the nu-
merical techniques which we have employed to solve the
integro-differential equation (2.12). The results confirm
the expected equivalence of the exact nonlocal and non-
Markovian theory with the LCP approximation for this
particular system. The reason for the excellent perfor-
mance of the LCP approximation is the shortness of the
memory as documented in Fig. 4.

B. Model of a p-wave resonance near threshold

Our second example (model II) is chosen such as to re-
veal the characteristic eft'ects of memory and nonlocality
which are to be expected for shape resonances that cross
the continuum threshold as a function of the internuclear
distance. We consider a p-wave shape resonance [I =1 in
Eq. (3.4)]. To keep some connection with reality, in par-
ticular as far as memory efT'ects are concerned, the pa-
rameters 3 and B of the width function I (E) are deter-
mined from an ab initio calculation for the X„p-wave
shape resonance in e +F2 at the equilibrium geometry of
F, . ' Figure 8 displays I (E) and the real level-shift func-
tion A(E) In comparison w. ith Fig. 1 for the II reso-
nance in e+N„ the width increases more rapidly with
energy and also peaks at considerably lower energy. The
potential parameters c and ~ in Eq. (3.2b) have been
chosen such that the local potential of the resonance is
crossed by the potential-energy curve of the target near
the minimum of the former, as shown in Fig. 9(a). It is
seen from Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) that the negative ion will
explore, during its vibrational motion, both real and com-
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FIG. 9. Local potential-energy curves (a) and local width
function I (Q) (b) for model II. The solid line in (a) represents
the target molecule; the dashed line the negative ion.

plex parts of the effective local potential (in contrast to
the foregoing example, where the crossing of the N2 and
N2 potentials is outside the range of vibrational
motion). The values of the parameters specifying the
model are collected in Table I.

Figure 10 shows, for the purpose of illustration, the
elastic and the first inelastic cross section for this model.
We observe boomerang-type oscillations which are nar-
row close to threshold and become broader with increas-
ing energy, thus reflecting the variation of the decay
width with energy. Qualitatively similar features are ob-
served, for example, in electron scattering from NO, in-
dicating that the present model is not physically un-
reasonable (see Ref. 83 for a theoretical model of the
e +NO resonances).

I

2

energy IeV )

FIG. 10. Elastic and first inelastic electron-scattering cross
section for model II.

Representative matrix elements of the memory kernel
F„(t) are shown in Fig. 11. It is seen that the memory
extends now beyond 3 fs and is thus significantly longer
than in the first example. This is a consequence of the
fact that I (E) is considerably narrower and peaked at
lower energy than in the first example.

The time-dependent wave packet, representing the ex-
act solution of the equation of motion (2.12), is depicted
in Fig. 12 in time steps of 1 fs for the first 11 fs. Al-
though nonlocal effects and memory effects will be seen
to be significant in this example, we observe that the
wave packet at least approximately retains its Gaussian
shape (it does so also for longer times not shown in Fig.
12). This observation indicates that semiclassical approx-
imation methods based on simple Gaussian wave-packet
propagation '

might be useful even beyond the LCP
approximation discussed in Ref. 31.

In Fig. 13 the dynamics of the system is characterized
by the survival probability, the mean position, and the
mean momentum (solid curves). The corresponding
quantities calculated in the LCP approximation (more
precisely, the semilocal approximation) are included as
dashed curves. For ( Q ) and (P ) we show also the har-
monic motion which would result in the absence of cou-
pling to the continuum {I =0, dotted curves).

The survival probability S{t)calculated in the LCP ap-
proximation exhibits the "staircase" behavior expected
for a wave packet which moves in a potential that is part-
ly complex and partly real (see Fig. 9). The exact survival
probability, in contrast, shows clearly a nonmonotonic
dependence on time. It is seen to increase while the wave
packet moves on the electronically hound part of the po-
tential energy curve of the collision complex. This im-
plies that electrons are recaptured from the continuum by
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FIG. 11. Representative matrix elements I, , ( f ) of the
memory kernel of model !I, for i =-0, 20, and 40. Solid and
dashed line» represent real and imaginary parts, respectively.

interconversion of electronic and vibrational energy. The
nonmonotonic behavior of S(t) is a characteristic
memory eAect because it is strictly excluded in the Mar-
kovian approximation. Physically, it rejects the fact that
the time scale for the disappearance of continuum elec-
trons is not infinitely fast compared with the period of vi-
brational motion. At long times the exact S ( t ) decays
tnore slowly than the S(t ) calculated in the LCP approxi-
mation, which is presumably a consequence of the recap-
ture erat'ect in the exact theory.

A closer inspection of the wave-packet motion in Fig.

&, t Ifs)=0 2,

5

7 ' 8

g

FICr. 12. Time evolution of the wave packet P,/(g, t) for mod-
el II, propagated with the integro-differential equation (2. 12).
Time is given in femtoseconds; the abscissa is from Q = —6 to

g =6 for each plot.

FIG. 13. Survival probabillity (a), mean momentum (b), and
mean position (c) of the wave packet for model II. Solid line:
exact results, Eq. (2. 12). Dashed line: LCP approximation, Eq.
(2.29). The dotted line in (b) and (c) represents the motion of the
wave packet in the absence of decay (I —0).

12 reveals that the amplitude of vibrational motion is no-
ticeably smaller than expected based on the potential-
energy curves in Fig. 9(a). This effect, which is in fact
dramatic, is exhibited more clearly by the functions ( Q )
and (P) in Figs. 13(b) and 13(c). It is seen that the am-
plitude of vibrational motion as well as the maximum ve-
locity decrease rapidly with time, the wave packet com-
ing to a nearly complete standstill within about three vi-
brational periods. The wave-packet motion thus closely
resembles that of a harmonic oscillator with friction, see,
e.g. , Refs. 84 —86. It should be noted that the vibrational
motion is damped out before the wave packet has com-
pletely decayed, in contrast to our first example, where
the frictional efI'ects are much weaker.

A qualitative explanation of the pronounced damping
of the vibrational motion can be given as follows. As a
consequence of the threshold law, I"(E)—E' '', shape
resonances near threshold decay preferentially via the
emission of relatively fast electrons. The recapture pro-
cess, on the other hand, should be more efTicient for low-
energy electrons, since electrons with higher energy
disappear quickly. As a consequence of both eff'ects the
total energy of the ensemble of negative ions described by
the wave packet g (dg, t) decays faster than the popula-
tion, manifesting itself in a damping of the vibrational
motion. An alternative interpretation of the damping of
vibrational motion could be in terms of a dephasing pro-
cess, that is, loss of coherence of the initially prepared
wave packet. However, the fact that we do not observe
any significant broadening of the wave packet with time
does not support this interpretation.
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It is seen from Fig. 13 that the LCP approximation,
though not quantitatively accurate, reproduces surpris-
ingly well the damped oscillatory motion of the wave
packet. At long times, the damping in the LCP approxi-
mation is noticeably weaker than in the exact calculation.
This is presumably a consequence of the absence of re-
capture processes in the Markovian approximation. In
the LCP approximation the damping of the vibrational
motion must be ascribed to a (negative) imaginary part of
the effective vibrational frequency resulting from the
(positive) second derivative of the local width function
I (Q) in the relevant range of Q. The damping would be
absent in the LCP approximation if 1"(Q) were approxi-
mated by a linear function of Q as in Ref. 10.

In summary, this example of a p-wave shape resonance
near threshold conspicuously exhibits memory effects in
the decay dynamics and frictional effects in the vibration-
al dynamics. The results demonstrate that the phenome-
nology of wave-packet dynamics in short-lived negative
ions is vastly richer than the wave-packet dynamics on
"standard" (that is real, local, and Markovian) potential-
energy curves.

C. Model of s-wave scattering and virtual-state eKects

It has been shown that the class of models considered
here naturally describes bound-state and virtual-state
threshold effects in s-wave scattering if the width func-
tion I (E) possesses the appropriate threshold behavior
[1 =0 in Eq. (3.4)]." ' " If the threshold exponent
n=l+ —,

' is taken to be smaller than —,', the model also ac-
counts for dipole-induced threshold effects in electron
scattering from polar molecules. ' '

In our third example (model III), we brielly address the
time-dependent description of virtual-state and bound-
state threshold effects in s-wave scattering. A detailed
analysis of the rather complex dynamics of s-wave
electron-molecule collision complexes is beyond the scope
of this paper and is deferred to a future publication.

The model is the same as employed previously " for a
quantitative analysis of the virtual-state effect in low-
energy electron-CO, scattering. In order to render
the vibrational dynamics of the collision complex more
conspicuous, we have chosen here a larger electron-
vibrational coupling constant tr (the electron-vibrational
coupling is rather weak in e +CO, ). The parameters of
the model are included in Table I.

A characteristic phenomenon in s-wave scattering are
Wigner cusps in the cross sections at the opening of in-
elastic channels. These Wigner cusps show up distinc-
tively in the present model, as demonstrated by Fig. 14,
where the elastic ( v =0~0) cross section is shown.
Wigner cusps are clearly seen at the v =1, 2, and 3
thresholds. The large enhancement of the elastic cross
section towards F =0 is the consequence of a virtual-
state pole of the fixed-nuclei 5-matrix close to the origin
(see Ref. 68 for details).

The solid line in Fig. 14 gives the result of the time-
dependent calculation, the T-matrix element being calcu-
lated from Eq. (3.26) with K =-120 [that is, 121 Laguerre
polynomials have been included in the expansion of the

C
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O
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FIG. 14. Elastic (U =0~0) electron-scattering cross section
for model III, representing virtual-state threshold effects in s-
wave scattering. Solid line: result obtained by the Laguerre ex-
pansion method v ith K =120. Dotted line: numerically exact
result. Inset shows both cross sections vertically displaced in
the region of the v = 1 and U =2 thresholds.

coefficients C, (t)]. The dotted line (hardly distinguish-
able) represents the result of a direct time-independent
calculation via continued fractions which is numerically
exact. The inset in Fig. 14 shows both cross sections
vertically displaced in the region of the v =1 and v =2
thresholds. The remarkable result is that the Laguerre
expansion method„being a short-time approximation
scheme, is able to reproduce nearly quantitatively the
threshold cusps, which reflect the behavior of the wave
function at long times [E~O corresponds to t~ cc ac-
cording to Eqs. (2.20) and (3.11)]. This result underlines
the remarks made in Sec. III B about the analytic struc-
ture of the T-matrix element T, ,„of Eq. (3.26). It indi-
cates, more generally, the possibility of short-time ap-
proximations for the dynamics of electron-molecule col-
lision complexes even if threshold effects are relevant.

Figure 15 displays in condensed form the decay dy-
namics and the vibrational dynamics of the s-wave model
system in the exact description. Since the LCP approxi-
mation, though defined in principle, ' is not a particu-
larly useful concept for the description of resonance and
threshold effects in s-wave scattering, it will not be con-
sidered here. The survival probability S(t) exhibits an
extremely fast initial decay (corresponding to a barrier-
less s-wave resonance which initially captures the elec-
tron) followed by a very slow and clearly nonmonotonic
decay. In contrast to the foregoing p-wave example,
where memory effects were mainly apparent at short
times, we now observe memory eff'ects (nonmonotonic
population decay) mainly at longer times. They are a
consequence of the slow (t '~

) long-time decay of the
memory kernel for s-wave scattering. The small but
long-lived population of negative ions represented by the
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long-time tail of S(t) is responsible for the enhancement
of the elastic cross section for E~O and the virtual-
state-induced threshold peaks in the inelastic channels.

The mean momentum and position of the wave packet,
(P) and (Q), show a distinct anomaly at about 3 fs,
which corresponds to the transition from the fast decay
to the slow decay of S{t). It reflects the nonadiabatic
sv itchover of the wave packet from the initially popu-
lated extremely short-lived s-wave resonance to the
virtual- or bound-state electronic potential-energy curve,
on which it decays more slowly via nonadiabatic coupling
to the continuum (see Ref. 66 for a detailed discussion of
the fixed-nuclei potential-energy curves of resonances,
virtual states, and bound states near the continuum
threshold). During this switchover the shape of the wave
packet becomes severely distorted. At later times, near

17 and 42 fs, where (Q ) becomes negative, the wave
packet even splits temporarily into two components. It is
obvious from Fig. 15(c) that beyond —4 fs the wave pack-
et oscillates approximately about the equilibrium
geometry of the target molecule (Q =0) rather than about
the equilibrium geometry 6Q = —Ir/cu of the discrete
state. This demonstrates that threshold effects are deter-
mining the dynamics of the collision complex after an ini-
tial time interval of only 4 fs. The absence of damping of
vibrational motion seen in Figs. 15(b) and 15(c) is in ac-
cord with the qualitative explanation of the damping
mechanism given above; because of the rapid E ' ' onset
of I (E), there is no preference for the emission of fast
electrons in s-wave scattering.

In surnrnary, the wave-packet dynamics of s-wave col-
lision complexes is considerably more involved than the
dynamics of shape resonances. Strong distortions and
even splittings of the time-dependent wave packet are to
be expected. We have demonstrated that our short-time
approximation method based on the Laguerre expansion
is remarkably successful in reproducing the multichannel
Wigner-cusp structure of the cross section».
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have outlined the time-dependent description of
the electronic and nuclear dynamics of electron-molecule
collision complexes within the framer, ork of the
projection-operator formalism. It has been shown that
the equation of motion, which describes both electronic
decay as well as vibrational and/or dissociative motion,
contains effective-potential terms that are nonlocal as
well as non-Markovian, i.e., account for memory effects.
The relevance of the time-dependent wave packet
t(d(R, t) with the appropriate initial condition lies in the
fact that it carries the complete information on the reso-
nant scattering amplitudes for all final channels.

While non-idarkovian equations of motion are v ell
known in many areas of physics, the situation in
electron-molecule collision complexes appears to be
unique for two reasons, namely, (i) the non-Markovian
effects can be pronounced and ever& dominant, and (iij the
memory kernel can be accurately calculated from first
principles. While the spon taneous radiat i ve decay of
atoms (and molecules) is a non-Markovian process in

principle, the memory effects are usually minute and
hardly experimentally detectable. In the field of none-
quilibrium statistical mechanics, memory effects can be
important, but the memory kernels are, in general, not
calculable, and ad hoc assumptions about their properties
are necessary. For electron collision complexes with sirn-

ple molecules, on the other hand, the memory kernel is
accurately calculable and, moreover, a large set of accu-
rate experimental data is often available. Electron-
rnolecule scattering thus provides the opportunity for the
theoretical analysis and experimental testing of the prop-
erties of strongly non-Markovian dynamical processes.

In the present work we have set out to st udy basic
properties of the time-dependent dynamics of electron-
molecule collision complexes by the exact (numerical)
solution of the nonlocal and non-Markovian equation of
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motion for simple models. We have developed, for this
purpose, an efficient numerical scheme to solve the
space-time integro-differential equation, making use of
simplifying features of the model. An unambiguous
identification of nonlocal and non-Markovian effects is
obtained by comparison with the LCP approximation for
the same model. The concepts and the performance of
the numerical methods have been illustrated for a model
of the H d-wave shape resonance in e +Nz, where the
well-known features of the boomerang model ' are
reproduced.

Novel qualitative phenomena have been revealed for a
model of a p-wave shape resonance near threshold.
Memory effects are manifested by the nonmonotonic elec-
tronic decay, and pronounced frictional effects dominate
the vibrational motion. It appears from these results that
the coupling of an electronic state to an electronic contin-
uum has a similar effect on the vibrational motion as the
coupling of an oscillator to a heat bath. ' Frictional
effects can thus be of importance even in microscopic
quantum systems with only few degrees of freedom (the
smallest system to which the present considerations
directly apply is e +H2 in the X„+ symmetry). It may be
expected that frictional effects are generally present in
dissociative electron attachment via shape resonances.

We have also briefly considered some aspects of wave-
packet propagation for s-wave collision complexes where

virtual-state- or bound-state-induced threshold effects are
important. It has been shown that multichannel
Wigner-cusp structures can be recovered from the time-
dependent solution even with short-time approximation
methods. The example demonstrates that the non-
Markovian dynamics of collision complexes in the pres-
ence of strong threshold effects can be very complicated,
and that strong distortions and splittings of the wave
packet are to be expected.

In summary, the motivation for this study has been the
quest for deeper physical insight into the exact dynamics
of electron-molecule collision complexes and the limita-
tions of the LCP model. In future work we plan to ob-
tain exact solutions for the wave-packet dynamics of
more realistic models, in particular, those which account
for dissociative attachment, in order to shed light on the
details of the competition between electronic decay and
dissociative motion in such systems.
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